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ABSTRACT
SealTest is a Java library for generating test sequences based on a
formal specification. It allows a user to easily define a wide range of
coverage metrics using multiple specification languages. Its simple
and generic architecture makes it a useful testing tool for dynamic
software systems, as well as an appropriate research testbed for
implementing and experimentally comparing test sequence genera-
tion algorithms.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The testing of a software system is often based on a specification of
its expected behaviour, such as conditions on the output expected
for a given input. Traditionally, research on automated test case
generation has concentrated on automatically generating sets of test
inputs to be fed to a function or some other component. However,
the interaction with reactive systems is often done through multiple
calls or requests; the behaviour of these systems is specified using
finite-state machines, state charts or temporal logic. In such a case,
one is interested in generating not single inputs, but sequences of
actions that cover the various parts of the specification.

The problem of test sequence generation has recently been stud-
ied in a couple of research projects. For object-oriented programs,
tools like Randoop [10] and EvoSuite [3] produce random sequences
of method calls, but do not use a formal specification to guide the
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generation process. For specifications expressed as finite-state ma-
chines (statecharts or DFA), Offutt et al. [9] introduced three cov-
erage criteria: transition coverage, transition-pair coverage, and
predicate coverage. The t-way test sequence generation problem
was later defined as a dynamic counterpart to classical combinato-
rial testing. Given a set of actions Σ, the classical problem consists
of generating a set of traces where each action occurs exactly once
in each trace, such that all sequences of t actions occur somewhere
in one of the traces. This problem can be efficiently solved using
a greedy algorithm [8, Chapter 10]. Test sequence generation has
also been studied when the specification is expressed as UML state-
charts [1, 5, 6, 12], using various algorithms including multi-agent
systems [7], ant colony optimization [11] and genetic algorithms
[2].

Unfortunately, none of the aforementioned works provide an
implementation of their respective algorithms. This makes it very
unlikely that any of these algorithms has been compared side by side
on the same input data, let alone that the proposed frameworks are
actually being used in practice. This observation led us to develop
SealTest, a Java software library that can generate test sequences
based on a formal specification. Its code is available online under
the GNU Lesser General Public License1; hence it can be used as a
library inside any project, including closed-source or commercial
products.

SealTest provides a variety of built-in algorithms and coverage
metrics, which makes it an easy to use testing tool. It also pro-
vides the possibility to define test hooks, so that the generated test
sequences can be translated into actual operations executed on a
system under test. More importantly, SealTest also doubles as a
research framework: its generic platform makes it possible for users
to define their own types of events, trace triaging functions, specifi-
cation languages, coverage metrics and trace generation algorithms.
In the long term, it can prove to be a useful platform for develop-
ing and comparing future works on test sequence generation in a
uniform environment.

In this short paper, we highlight the main functionalities offered
by the SealTest API, by giving simple code examples covering the
various steps of a test sequence generation problem. More specif-
ically, Section 2 covers the trace specification languages already
built-in; Section 3 shows how test sequences can be generated from
a specification. Finally, Section 4 hints at possible uses and lines of
future development.

2 TRACES AND SPECIFICATIONS
A first part of the SealTest library defines high level objects for
representing events, traces (i.e. sequences of events) and trace spec-
ifications.

1https://liflab.github.io/sealtest
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2.1 Event Types, Traces
The basic classes in SealTest make no assumption on the type of
event contained in a trace. An event trace is simply a finite sequence
of events of a given type. To this end, the top-level definition of a
trace is parameterized with a generic type, called T. This makes it
possible for the user to define arbitrary objects as events, provided
they inherit from the Event superclass.

Currently, SealTest does provide one predefined type of event,
called the AtomicEvent. An atomic event is represented by a single
symbol, which can be any character string. Atomic events can be
used in specifications expressed as finite-state automata and propo-
sitional Linear Temporal Logic formulæ. A trace of atomic events
is simply an AtomicTrace. A trace can be created programmati-
cally, or parsed from a string; the following code snippet shows
both methods. Since a trace is a list of events, its concents can be
enumerated and accessed like any other Java list, as is shown below:

Trace<AtomicEvent> trace1, trace2;

trace1 = new AtomicTrace();

trace1.add(new AtomicEvent("a");

trace2 = AtomicTrace.readTrace("a,b,c");

for (AtomicEvent e : trace1) {

System.out.println(e);

}

Other types of events, such as events with attributes (tuples)
or a nested parameter structure (JSON or XML), could easily be
integrated by a user into the library, and are planned to be built
into SealTest in the near future.

2.2 Writing Specifications
From the set of all possible event traces, Σ∗, only a subset corre-
sponds to valid executions of a system in a given context. A trace
specification is any formal definition of such a subset. Currently,
SealTest provides three specification formalisms: finite state au-
tomata, Linear Temporal Logic and UML extended statecharts.

Finite-State Automata. FSAs can be created programmatically, by
first instiantiating an Automaton object, and then manually adding
states and transitions to it. For example, the following code snippet
creates a very simple automaton with a single state and a single
labelled self-transition:

Automaton aut = new Automaton();

Vertex<AtomicEvent> v0 = new Vertex<>(0);

v0.add(new Edge<>(0, new AtomicEvent("a"), 1));

aut.add(v0);

Alternatively, SealTest also provides a parser that can build an
automaton directly from a text file in GraphViz (DOT) format. In
the following code sample, such an automaton is created by reading
from an external file:

Scanner s = new Scanner(new File("fsm.dot"));

Automaton aut = Automaton.parseDot(s);

LTL Specifications. SealTest also provides means of writing for-
mulæ in Linear Temporal Logic. Again, this can be done in two

ways; the first is by manually building an Operator object corre-
sponding to the desired expression. For example, the code snippet
below builds the LTL formula G (a → (X (b ∨ c ))).

Operator<AtomicEvent> op = new Globally<>(

new Implies<>(new EventLeaf(new AtomicEvent("a")),

new Next<>(

new Or<>(new AtomicEvent("b"),

new AtomicEvent("c")))));

Alternatively, SealTest also provides a parser that can build an
LTL formula directly from a structured string (which itself can be
read from a file).

UML Statecharts. The last way of writing a specification using
one of SealTest’s built-in formal languages is through the use of
extended UML statecharts. A UML statechart is a generalization
of Harel statecharts [4] and classical deterministic finite-state au-
tomata (DFA). Statecharts can be built by creating states, transitions,
guards, and orthogonal regions programmatically. The code below
creates a statechart, defines a state (S0) and a global variable (n),
and adds a transition that, when taken, increments n by 1.

AtomicEvent a = new AtomicEvent("a");

Statechart<AtomicEvent> as = new Statechart<>();

as.add(new State<>("S0"));

as.setVariable("n", 0);

AtomicTransition t = new AtomicTransition(a,

new Configuration<>("S0"));

t.setAction(new IncrementVariableBy<>("n", 1));

as.add("S0", t);

An interesting fact is that the Boolean operators used in transition
guards are the same objects used as Boolean connectives when
writing LTL formulæ. This shows how unifying these formalisms
into a single library allows object reuse.

Alternatively, SealTest also provides a structured text file format
for defining statecharts (not shown). As a future extension, it is
planned to support the file formats of existing UML modelling tools.

3 GENERATING TRACES
The second main part of SealTest provides objects for handling
the automated generation of test sequences from specifications,
and defining coverage metrics over which these sequences are
evaluated.

3.1 Triaging Functions
SealTest is organized around the concept of triaging functions. Given
a set of event sequences Σ∗ taken from an alphabet Σ, a triaging
function is any function κ : Σ∗ → 2C , where C is a set of arbitrary
symbols called categories. A triaging function is usually defined
with respect to some specification. It turns out that many of the
commonly used coverage metrics, such as state and transition cov-
erage, can be expressed in terms of appropriately defined triaging
functions.

In the following, we describe a few of the triaging functions
readily available in SealTest, and also show how a user can define
his own triaging functions.
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State-Based Functions. SealTest provides a number of built-in
triaging functions given a specification expressed as a finite-state
automatonM .2 For example, an available triaging function maps
every trace of events to the set of the last n states ofM visited by
that trace (this is called the state shallow history). To create such a
function, one simply writes:
Automaton M = ...

Trace<AtomicEvent> trace = ...

StateShallowHistory f = new StateShallowHistory(M, n);

Set<Integer> category = f.getStartClass();

for (AtomicEvent e : trace) {

category = f.processTransition(e);

}

In this code example, the triaging function is first instantiated,
and then an existing trace is “played back” into that function by
feeding it the events one by one. At the exit of the loop, variable
category contains the category in which f places the trace —in
this case, a set of integers corresponding to states of the FSA M.

Hologram-Based Functions. As it turns out, triaging functions
can also be created from specifications expressed as LTL formulæ;
this was studied by the authors in a previous work [13] and called
hologram functions. The following code example evaluates an LTL
formula on a trace, and then applies a transformation on the result-
ing evaluation tree, called fail-fast deletion:
Operator<AtomicEvent> op = ...

for (AtomicEvent e : trace)

op.evaluate(ae);

FailFastDeletion<AtomicEvent> f = new FailFastDeletion<>();

Operator<> new_op = f.transform(op);

In addition, SealTest allows the evaluation tree to be exported as
a picture, by producing a text file in Graphviz (DOT) format:
GraphvizHologramRenderer<AtomicEvent> renderer

= new GraphvizHologramRenderer<AtomicEvent>();

new_op.acceptPrefix(renderer, true);

System.out.println(renderer.toDot());

User-Defined Functions. In addition to the built-in functions, a
user has the possibility to create arbitrary triaging functions. To
this end, one simply needs to create a new class that extends the
TriagingFunction class. For example, here is a simple triaging
function that categorizes each trace with respect to the number of
events named “a” it contains:
public class MyFunction

extends TriagingFunction<AtomicEvent,Integer> {

// Number of a's

int num_a = 0;

public Set<Integer> getStartClass() {

return new MathSet<Integer>(0);

}

public Set<U> read(AtomicEvent e) {

if (e.getLabel().compareTo("a") == 0)

num_a++;

2Triaging functions of such kind also apply directly to UML statecharts.

return new MathSet<Integer>(num_a);

}

}

3.2 Coverage Metrics
In SealTest’s context, a coverage metric is any function f : A→ R
that associates a set of sequences to a real value. Some metrics can
be defined directly from a given triaging function κ. A set of traces
A ⊆ Σ∗ is said to cover a category c ∈ C if there exists some a ∈ A
such that c ∈ κ (a). The set of categories covered by A, noted [[A]],
is defined as:

[[A]] ,
⋃
a∈A

(⋃
κ (a)
)

Category coverage, noted cκ , corresponds to the fraction of cate-
gories covered out of the total number of categories. The following
code sample instantiates a category coverage metric from a given
triaging function, and evaluates the coverage of a given set of
test sequences; this is done by calling the metric’s getCoverage
method:
TriagingFunction function = ...

Set<Trace<AtomicEvent>> test_suite = ...

CoverageMetric<AtomicEvent,Float> ccr =

new CayleyCategoryCoverage<>(

function.getCayleyGraph(), function);

float coverage = ccr.getCoverage(test_suite);

3.3 Trace Generation
The ultimate goal of the SealTest library is to generate test se-
quences, and also to provide a uniform environment to experi-
mentally compare various specification-based sequence generation
algorithms. As we have seen earlier, many of the existing algorithms
reported in the literature are not backed by an available implemen-
tation. Due to the diversity of techniques employed, re-coding them
by ourselves is currently left as future work. It is hoped, however,
that the existence of SealTest will entice researchers developing
new algorithms from now on to take advantage of the library.

Nevertheless, SealTest currently does provides a simple method
of generating traces, using a greedy random algorithm [8]. This
algorithm requires a coverage metric, an alphabet of possible events
and a random number generator. For example, to generate a set
of test sequences according to the state coverage metric described
above, one writes:
Automaton aut = ...

CoverageMetric<T,Float> metric = ...

Random rand = new Random();

TraceGenerator<T> gen =

new GreedyAutomatonGenerator<>(aut, rand, metric);

Set<Trace<T>> traces = gen.generateTraces();

The result returned by the call to generateTraces is a set of
traces that can be used as test sequences.

We remind the reader that SealTest’s contribution is in the frame-
work allowing to easily define events, specifications, coverage met-
rics and trace generation algorithms. We make no claims regarding
the efficiency of this particular instance of trace generation algo-
rithm, which is considered as prior work.
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3.4 Test Driver and Test Hooks
The whole point of test sequence generation is to actually execute
the generated sequences to test some system; to this end, SealTest
provides test hooks. A test hook is simply an object that receives
events and is responsible for executing them on some system un-
der test. Suppose for example that we want to test a Microwave
object that has methods like start, stop, open, setFood, etc. We
can create a simple TestHook object that receives atomic events,
and depending on their name, makes a specific method call on a
Microwave object it is given. The resulting hook could look like
this:
class MicrowaveHook implements TestHook<AtomicEvent,Object> {

private Microwave oven;

public MicrowaveHook(Microwave o) {

oven = o;

}

public Object execute(AtomicEvent event) {

String event_name = event.getLabel();

if (event_name.compareTo("start") == 0)

oven.start();

...

return null;

}

}

Obviously, a test hook can be programmed to do other tasks, such
as printing the event, logging it into a database, sending an HTTP
request to some online system, etc. In our present example, one
could easily imagine a fancier test hook that uses reflection to call
the appropriate method, instead of a string of if statements.

A test hook is used in conjunction with a test driver. The driver
is given a set of traces, and executes each event they contain by
calling the test hook. This set of traces can be built by hand, or,
obviously, be constructed by a trace generator as described earlier.
The following code example creates a Microwave object, generates
a set of test sequences, passes them to a test driver with the hook
defined above, and starts the driver.
Microwave mw = new Microwave();

TestSequenceGenerator gen = ...

TestSuite<AtomicEvent> suite = gen.generateTraces();

UnidirectionalTestDriver<AtomicEvent,Object> driver

= new UnidirectionalTestDriver<>();

driver.setTestSuite(suite);

MicrowaveHook hook = new MicrowaveHook(mw);

driver.setHook(hook);

driver.run();

Since a driver implements Java’s Runnable interface, its interac-
tion with the system under test can, obviously, be placed inside a
separate thread.

4 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we have briefly presented the salient features of the
SealTest test sequence generation library. As one can see, SealTest

provides a generic environment for defining many elements of
the test sequence generation problem, including traces, coverage
metrics, and generation algorithms. In most cases, it suffices for a
user to create a new class inheriting from one of the library’s top
level classes, and implement a handful of methods. This architecture
makes it easy to manipulate objects at a high level of abstraction;
for example, the code examples have shown how one can create
an Automaton and run a Trace on this automaton, use a Trace-
Generator’s generateTraces method to obtain a test suite, and
compute the resulting coverage by instantiating a CoverageMetric
object and call its getCoverage method.

It is hoped that SealTest will serve as a common testbed for the
development of new test sequence generation algorithms in the
future. The use of SealTest will allow these algorithms to be easily
compared in a uniform environment, a feature that currently lacks
from existing published works on this problem. The authors are
themselves currently working on a new algorithm, which is being
implemented and tested within the SealTest framework. Among
future additions to the platform, we mention the introduction of
richer types of events (such as tuples, XML and JSON documents),
the implementation of more expressive specification languages
(such as first-order extensions of Linear Temporal Logic), as well
as the ability for SealTest to generate test sequences for reactive
systems, whose allowed inputs depend on their past outputs.
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